PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION
In recent years, crowdsourcing has been gaining a lot of popularity due to its capability of solving various computer-hard tasks including, image recognition [16] , entity resolution [15] , and sentiment analysis [18] . This triggers the existence of several crowdsourcing platforms, e.g., Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) [11] and Upwork [14] . On such platforms, requesters submit a task with a budget to pay to workers (i.e., the crowd) to solve the task.
While many tasks can be solved by crowdsourcing efficiently and accurately, e.g., a survey; may other tasks are not fit to be solved by the general crowd as it requires some expertise of the workers in order to provide the accurate result. We call these tasks context-aware tasks as they require the workers to be familiar with the context of the tasks in order to provide high-quality answers. An example of a context-aware task is a task to find a location of a given object, often referred as geotagging, which has a context of location. Asking workers who are located close to the location of the object will result in a much better accuracy as people know their nearby area better. To confirm this, we run an MTurk experiment by asking the workers to find the location of images that we already know their locations. By ignoring the location context of the task, we recruit workers randomly, thus, results in a low accuracy as shown by Random in Table 1 . By considering the location context, we recruit workers located at the same state of each image and are able to receive a much higher accuracy as shown by Expert.
The biggest challenge faced by existing crowdsourcing frameworks is that the context of a task is often unavailable. Had we know the context of the task in advance, it would have been easy to get the corresponding workers from their profiles. In the geolocation example, it is easy to find workers who live nearby the location of the images if we know the location of the images in advance. Furthermore, each context has different resolution which by asking workers who are familiar with a finer-grained context of the Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). These challenges motivate us to provide a better crowdsourcing framework. In this paper, we introduce a novel crowdsourcing technique called adaptive crowdsourcing to extract the context of a given task efficiently. The main idea of adaptive crowdsourcing is that we do not use the whole budget that is given by the requester at once. Instead, we split the crowdsourcing task into multiple iterations where the goal of each iteration is to find a finer-grained context for the task and to recruit workers within this refined context to do the task. Using the geolocation example, the first iteration of the geolocation task is used to find the country of the images by sending the tasks to workers from around the world. Then, we recruit workers all within the resulting country to find the state of the images, and so on. To realize this, we develop a novel crowdsourcing system, called Luna, that is able to adaptively predict the context of a given task and choose expert workers to solve the task, thus, results in a more accurate result.
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BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Crowdsourcing Tasks and Frameworks. In recent years, crowdsourcing has been extensively studied within the Database community and mainly used to solve computer-hard tasks including, sorts and joins in [9] , skyline in [7] , labeling in [4] , data mining in [1] , search in [16] , macrotask processing in [3] , as well as integrating crowdsourcing into the query plan of relational database systems in [2, 10, 12] . In this work, we do not provide a new type of computer-hard task that can be solved by using crowdsourcing. Instead, we provide a novel context-aware adaptive crowdsourcing framework where existing crowdsourcing tasks can be executed efficiently to output more accurate results without additional budget. Quality-Control in Crowdsourcing. There are numerous research efforts done to increase the quality of a crowdsourcing result including, providing a worker model to match the worker to any given tasks in [5, 17] , providing a worker elimination method to eliminate low-quality workers or spammers in [6, 8, 13] , and aggregating multiple workers' answers in [6, 18] . Worker modeling techniques assume that the context of the task is known in advance which is not the case in our case. We see that low-quality workers elimination as an orthogonal work to our work and we can use these methods to eliminate low-quality workers or spammers. Figure 1 provides the system architecture of Luna. In Luna, there are three different users, namely the requester, the admin who manages the system, and the workers; and six different modules, described briefly below: Index Creation Module. This module allows admin user to create a new context. Once executed, Luna creates an index for the context, which can be any space partitioning multi-resolution index structures, and index all workers from the workers pool into the newly defined context. Each index cell contains a pointer to the workers that satisfy the context value defined by the cell. An example of a context is location. The top level cell of the index covers the whole world and each cell of the second level of the index covers each country in the world, and so on. New Worker Management Module. This module registers new workers into the system by storing their information in the workers pool and update existing indexes with the new workers information. Task Processor Module. This module receives the task and the budget B from the requester. Then, it has two main tasks. First, it uses existing techniques, e.g., topic extraction technique, computer vision technique, and knowledge based software, to extract a hint about the context of the task. Second, it calculates the number of iterations, say H, as well as the number of workers that Luna can use in each iteration, say N = B/H. Then, it sends this information to the worker selection module. The value of H may differ depending on the setting of the system which can be tuned by the admin. The module also maintain the status of each task and returns the completed task back to the requester. Worker Selection Module. The goal of this module is to find the N workers who are suitable for the task. As Luna is an adaptive crowdsourcing framework which runs a single task in multiple iterations, this module will be executed H× for each task. If this is the first iteration of a task, the module will uniformly assign N workers across different context based on the hint given by the task processor module. Otherwise, the module takes the advantage of the multi-resolution index to find the N workers from the children context of the refined context to send the task. In the Manchester United example, the module selects N workers from different context, e.g., sports, music, and theater, in the first iteration. In the next iteration, given a context of sports which inferred from the crowd answers, the module selects N workers from different context within sports, e.g., soccer, tennis, and baseball. Crowdsourcing API Module. This module receives the workers information from the worker selection module and send the task to them. Then, it waits for the result from the workers and send the results to the result calculation module once it is available. Result Calculation Module. The goal of this module is to infer the results from the crowdsourcing job and decides on the decision for the task. If it is not the last iteration, the module calculates the most promising context to be checked next based on the result and sends this information to the worker selection module to continue on the next iteration. In the Manchester United example, the module might see that most workers within sports context have more agreement on their results. Thus, it chooses sports as the resulting context of the iteration. If it is the last iteration of the task, the module will calculate the answer for the task and send it back to the task processor module to be returned to the requester.
APPROACH AND UNIQUENESS
In order to increase the quality of the result, Luna has different optimizations that are generally geared towards ensuring that the recruited workers are more expert than the ones recruited without the optimizations, which will end up in increasing the overall accuracy of the final result. Unfortunately, due to space limitation, we omit the details of these optimizations.
RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
We use our running example of the object geolocation task to show the effectiveness of our approach. We compare the performance of Luna without any optimizations as well as Luna equipped with its optimizations with the two basic crowdsourcing techniques, namely the random and the uniform workers assignment approach. Random approach chooses the workers randomly regardless of their locations while Uniform approach chooses workers uniformly based on their locations. We run our experiment by running geolocation tasks for four different images using Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) with 360 workers. Two of the images depict a popular object, such as the Statue of Liberty, while the other two images depict a not popular object, such as the University of Minnesota campus. We ask the workers to provide the exact location of the images and we calculate the accuracy of the workers by calculating the distance between the resulting location to the exact location of the image. We use distance above 42 miles to be treated as inaccurate and the accuracy is calculated linearly based on the resulting distance. Figure 2 shows the average accuracy of each technique in geolocating the given images. As we can see from the figure, even when the object is popular, Luna is able to achieve 95% of accuracy compared to 80% of accuracy that are achieved by the two existing approaches. The reason is that Luna is able adaptively find the workers who live in the area of the image who know the exact location of the image better compared to other workers. While Luna is able to maintain its accuracy in asking not popular object, both random and uniform approaches achieve 0% accuracy in for this task as most workers do not know the exact location of the image. This experiment shows that Luna is able to adaptively recruit expert workers and by being able to retrieve expert workers to solve the task, we will get more accurate results.
